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Dear readers, 
In our ebook we introduce an essential 
question for every experienced and 
aspiring trader out there, or namely - 

How can I earn money from 
financial trading without 
investing any of my own?

You might be wondering - is that even 
possible? As the financial market is 
today, you have to have a substantial 
initial amount of funds to earn a living 
from trading and get profitable in the 
long run.

Well, this is no longer the case!

Now you can enter capital markets at 
zero initial cost without risking any 
assets. We are not talking about 
opening an account at another 
platform or broker with low 
commission fees or catching on the 
unlimited wealth promises of pseudo 
millionaires flooding the Internet these 
days. 

What we are talking about is a game - 
one that we call playtrading. It can 
attract millions of people around the 
globe and open the door to an exciting, 
different future for trading as we know 
it. 

Just imagine financial trading 
transformed into a epic game where 
everyone has an equal chance for 
success, irrespective of their country of 
origin, parents’ wealth, educational 
background or broker of choice. 
Picture it as an exciting global esport, 
where you can independently build 
your fame and career and earn a 
substantial amount of money risk-free, 
based only on your willingness to 
improve yourself.

Imagine a brand new era where you 
can start trading with no experience, 
learn on the go, test your skills in real 
life and walk away with a cash prize for 
your efforts!

With the new concept of playtrading, 
all this is possible, and ‘capital market 
democratisation’ is not just another 
buzzword for selling financial 
instruments for profit. Instead, it 
creates a thriving ground for a new 
breed of traders - also known as

Playtraders on the rise 
Read on to learn who they are, how 
they are actively shaping a brand new 
industry and why you should join their 
ranks today and become the next 
trading star tomorrow.
 

Building a new reality 
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A warm welcome 
to a new generation of traders



Essentially, playtraders are a new kind 
of capital market enthusiasts who are 
not limited by the traditional 
understanding of trading as buying 
and selling financial instruments to 
maximise already existing profits.

Driven by passion and 
ambition
Instead, playtraders trade to test their 
skills through stimulating competition 
against peers and earn real cash from 
tournament prize pools while having 
lots of fun in the process.

For them, playtrading opens new 
horizons by merging skill-gaming, 
esports and financial trading into a 
new activity, where they can learn, earn 
and make new friends along the way.

Who are playtraders 
and how do they earn 
without investing anything? 

Become a playtrader to 
trade for free and earn 
for real  
You can become a playtrader 
regardless of your trading experience 
by joining a trading tournament that 
covers your preferred financial 
instruments. No matter if you are an 
expert wishing to get recognised for 
your skills worldwide, or a beginner 
with a strong desire to dive into 
capital markets, playtrading might 
be just your thing! Unlike other forms 
of entrepreneurship or investment, 
you won’t need any starting capital 
to do so. There are multiple benefits 
to it, and we are more than happy to 
share just a few of them in the next 
chapter.

Playtrading as a hobby may provide 
you with an extra source of income 
but once it becomes a lifestyle, it can 
be your gateway to financial 
independence and the trading stars 
Hall of Fame. 

Think of playtraders as players who 
do trading as an esport and inspire 
others in today’s connected world by 
demonstrating their achievements 
and ambition to master new skills.
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Joining tournaments can help you 
step up your skillset to become a 
better trader in the long run.

The best thing is that they allow you to 
test your skills against others without 
any cash deposit and get a 
well-deserved recognition by mass 
media and professionals in the financial 
industry.

But how does it work?

Typically, playtrading tournaments 
involve virtual money generated on 
demo trading accounts which players 
use to hone and prove their knowledge 
and skills competing against each 
other simulating real trading 
conditions but without the risk of 
financial loss. They are an invaluable 
opportunity for novice traders to learn 
how to navigate the markets. Many 
experienced traders also participate to 
try out new methodologies, get famous 
for their achievements and above all - 
to have fun! 

Not to mention the growing cash 
prizes, of course - what a better 
motivation to join the game? If you are 
still wondering whether to take such a 
challenge yourself, here is a list of good 
reasons to consider before joining – or 
maybe even winning one!

Why participate 
in playtrading tournaments
regardless of your experience 

01 You learn how to 
trade in a risk-free 
environment

Self-discipline, patience and 
continuous learning are the most 
potent weapons in any trader’s 
arsenal. They are essential for 
beginners who should never rush to 
trade live – otherwise, they risk 
losing hard-earned money because 
they lack the patience for proper 
trading practice.  If you are new to 
the trading craft, you better save 
your funds while testing your 
strategy and proving yourself to be 
profitable.

Playtrading tournaments with their 
proper risk management rules and 
winning criteria are the best way to 
do so while having fun and getting 
to know new people in the process. 
The best thing is that you can learn 
how to control your emotions 
without the fear of losing money 
and get used to perceiving loss as 
an inevitable part of your learning 
journey.
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04 You get a realistic 
taste of trading 
psychology 
One of the most important aspects of 
playtrading is to give you a risk-free 
trading environment where you can 
learn about self-control and rational 
reasoning in an environment which is 
as close to real-life trading as 
possible. Playtrading tournaments are 
an invaluable tool to teach you about 
trading mechanics and boost your 
self-confidence minus the emotional 
mix-up involved in real-life trading.

It is essential to note that playtrading 
tournament rules favour and 
encourage proper risk management 
to avoid the effect of a single lucky 
win from taking an excessive risk 
knowing that there are no real funds 
at stake. 
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03 You get a chance to 
learn from the best 
For both beginners and experienced 
traders, participating in playtrading 
tournaments is a social event and a 
unique opportunity to create your own 
professional circle.  

Playtrading tournaments feature 
masterclasses and expert tips and 
tricks by renowned pros who can guide 
you along the way. Those contacts help 
you build a personal, selected network 
of like-minded individuals and even 
help you find some trading friends for 
life. 

02 You might win real 
and win big!
Playtrading tournaments offer hard to 
ignore real cash prizes which you can 
use to grow your funds. If you decide 
to fully dedicate yourself to 
playtrading and join multiple 
competitions, you can even make a 
decent monthly income out of it. 

That is why you could expect good 
competition, as participants do take 
these games seriously and play for the 
win. However, competing with others 
in a motivating environment gives 
you a special kind of thrill – one that 
turns trading into a compelling 
experience, no matter if you win a 
prize or not. 

05 Last but not least -
you earn your 
bragging rights!
And finally – winning a playtrading 
tournament can be a great source of 
inspiration, enhancing your trading 
performance and motivation. Besides 
the cash prize, you will claim your 
own trading star fame and prove your 
versatility as someone who can 
quickly react, adapt and overcome 
challenges on his way to victory.  
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Earning from trading  
without investing own funds - 
the walkthrough
So, let’s have a closer look - there is an easy way to trade for free and 
earn for real. The answer lies in the combination of your best trading, 
gaming and social skills, and reaping the benefits of each to get 
successful in playtrading. In the following pages, we will give you some 
valuable insights on all three spheres, and how you can apply them to 
your ultimate advantage. 

Trading 
skills

Gaming 
skills

Social influencing 
skills Earning from 

financial trading 
without investing 

own funds



Top hacks to improve your 
trading skills and get a run 
for your money
Winning a playtrading tournament is no walk in the park. In every competition, 
you must have a clear goal in mind and apply a winning strategy to get the gold. 
Alas, worry not! There are several top hacks that you can use to make sure you 
are well-prepared for victory and can successfully apply your skills for the win. 

Hack #1 

Hack #4 

Commit to learning

Follow expert advice

Whether you are new to the trading 
craft or have a couple of years of 
experience in your pocket, you 
should always strive to learn and 
improve yourself. Ebooks, video 
lessons and helpful trading 
resources are your greatest ally, so 
make sure you save important 
information for when you need it 
most. 

This is one of the best hacks for 
novice traders - getting access to 
expert tips and insights should be 
high on your priority list!

Use the immense power of the 
Internet to connect to the best 
playtraders, follow them on social 
media and never miss an 
opportunity to network for success!
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As with everything in life, becoming 
good at trading comes with practice, 
so take every chance to master new 
trading knowledge by applying it in 
real life. In this sense, playtrading 
tournaments offer a great 
opportunity to put your skills to the 
test, so taking part in them can be 
the best teacher you can get. 

Hack #3 
Practice, practice and…
more practice!

Following financial news is 
important for every successful trader. 
You should keep yourself informed 
about latest industry developments 
to stay updated and get valuable 
ideas. A good source of information 
are specialised media outlets and 
publishers with timely and accurate 
announcements you can refer to. 

Do your research
Hack #2 



The secret to being successful from a 
trading perspective is to have an 
indefatigable and an undying and 
unquenchable thirst for information and 
knowledge.  

Paul Tudor Jones

Hack #7 

Hack #6 

Hack #8 
Be consistent & positive 

Outline your strategy

Join a community
One of the most important qualities 
of a successful playtrader is his 
positive attitude. ‘Never give up’ 
should be your mantra, and no 
matter how heated the game 
becomes, you should always push 
forward and use failure as a driving 
force to keep you going. There are 
plenty of playtrading tournaments 
available, so you always have a 
chance to get back on the trading 
arena and prove your worth!

Another good note is to make a 
step-by-step trading plan for a 
specific playtrading tournament. 
Think of strategy as your path to 
victory, and make sure you set 
actionable goals along the way. Your 
strategy may vary depending on 
tournament requirements, so it is a 
good idea to set your strategic 
objectives as soon as you sign up for 
the game.

Last but not least - being part of а 
supportive community can be a 
great source of inspiration and 
knowledge.

Joining groups on social media and 
discussing important topics with 
other playtraders can reap many 
benefits for both your social life and 
your trading skills, so why not give it 
a go?

A great idea to keep track of your 
progress is creating your own 
trading diary. Make sure you write 
down all relevant info before and 
after closing a trade, such as the 
date and time, the traded 
instrument, the direction of the 
trade, entry and exit prices, position 
sizes and the result of the trade once 
it's closed, so you can evaluate your 
results later on. 

Hack #5 
Keep a trading diary
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Borrowing the best 
gaming habits to become 
a successful playtrader
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Organise your time

Focus

There is also a great deal of helpful advice that you can borrow from the gaming 
world to make sure you stay competitive and take care of your physical and 
emotional well-being while on your playtrading journey. Check the following tips 
that the greatest gamers apply in their everyday practice - they will help you stay 
in balance and get ready to take the trading arena by storm!

Time management is everything! To make sure you have 
enough time to join a playtrading competition, a good idea 
is to create your personal game plan. Check tournament 
duration carefully beforehand to make sure you can fit it into 
your schedule. Choose appropriate time slots during the day 
that you can dedicate to the tournament. Dividing your time 
into smaller chunks will also help you stay fresh and avoid 
getting tired, which can negatively affect your trading 
performance. 

Staying focused while you playtrade will help you achieve 
better results - having a focused mindset is vital for your 
game, and it means remaining aware of your goals and 
aspirations at all times. Essential tips are avoiding 
background noise and distractions while in a tournament 
and having a strategy that gives you a clear idea of what you 
can do at any given time. Also, some playtraders have a 
dedicated playlist that helps them feel the vibe and stay 
concentrated, so get in a DJ mode and make one yourself if 
you haven’t already!
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Practice patience

Get moving

Take a break

One of the most remarkable qualities of successful gamers is 
their patience and ability to remain calm under pressure. The 
same applies to playtrading - you should never forget that 
practice makes perfect, and winning a tournament requires 
time and effort. Improvements will not come overnight,  so 
you should never lose courage if you do not win a game right 
away. Furthermore, your mental balance is an essential 
factor for your success, so taking some time to do short 
meditations and breathing exercises can significantly 
improve your focus and overall mood. 

Spending a lot of time in the digital world can negatively 
affect your mind and body, especially if you dedicate 
yourself to activities that require lots of screen time and 
concentration, such as trading. That is why you should set 
some healthy goals for yourself and integrate movement 
into your daily routine. Short walks, bike rides, going for a 
swim or even taking the stairs will help you get that blood 
pumping and lift your spirits after a long day of playtrading 
- guaranteed! If you cannot bring yourself around to do it, 
make a deal with a friend for some ‘sports support’ - hitting 
the gym together or going for a quick afternoon run will be 
so much more fun in good company!

We cannot stress enough how important breaks are! Make 
sure you take some time to relax and appreciate yourself! As 
a playtrader, you are brave, independent and ambitious, 
and you should always recognise your strengths and 
unique qualities by finding some time for rewards and 
positive experiences. A good idea is to take short breaks 
every one hour or so, remember to sleep enough at night, 
drink plenty of water and generally, take good care of 
yourself because, after all, you are your most valuable asset. 



Spreading the word
about your achievements
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Becoming a playtrader also means getting proper recognition among the 
global trading and investment community. Getting recognised for your skills is 
important and can open up many possibilities - from new job opportunities to 
collaboration deals and exciting chances to expand your professional network. 
That is why staying visible is key - here are some good ideas on how to 
maximise your presence and get the best out of your playtrading experience. 

Stay active on social 
media

Update your 
LinkedIn profile

Make a blog
or a Youtube channel…
or both!

Get your social swag on as soon as 
you jump in a trading tournament. 
There is no better way to share 
your progress than making a note 
about it on social media. A good 
idea to increase your visibility 
among your contacts and the 
online trading community is 
making posts about your game 
achievements (even if you don’t 
qualify for a prize). Make sure to 
share some insights, tips and tricks, 
strategies you applied and the 
results you managed to achieve. 
These show your active 
commitment to trading and your 
ability to reflect on your 
performance, which can open lots 
of fruitful interactions and 
discussions. 

If you enjoy sharing your successes, 
why not take it up a notch and try 
the influencer life as a playtrader?

There is a lot of different content you 
can share - from market updates to 
pieces of fundamental analysis, 
reviews of your favorite tools or 
platforms, tournament summaries 
and game commentaries, result 
wrap-ups and more… The 
possibilities are endless! Unlock your 
creativity and don’t forget to engage 
with your audience, sparking 
meaningful dialogues and inspiring 
conversations. 

Another good idea is to update your 
LinkedIn profile and get close to the 
professional trading community out 
there. After all, playtrading is a 
professional experience, and 
winning a tournament is a 
noteworthy achievement which you 
should definitely list as something to 
be proud of. There are many traders 
who will be impressed and would 
reach out to learn more, so do not 
forget to network for success!



Enjoy the 
World Series of Trading - 
where trading stars are born!

● Do you want to get profitable from trading without 
investing any of your own money?

● Do you want to learn about trading in a fun digital 
environment?

● Do you want to practice your skills risk-free and 
earn real cash prizes?

● Do you want to claim your fame among the 
international trading community?

Then let your playtrading adventure begin!

World Series of Trading offers a range of:
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Exciting risk-free games to 
hone your skills and compete 
against other in an exciting 
playtrading environment

Educational videos 
and ebooks to master 
your winning moves

Pro player insights and 
video live streams to 
follow top traders on 
their way to victory

Economic calendar, 
industry news and top 
Trades of the Day to 
inspire your game 



  JOIN WSOT
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WSOT has two types of trading 
games to choose from:

Why join WSOT?

Headhunt
tournaments

Classic
tournaments

Instant, 24/7 trading events 
where you can compete in 
rounds on trading tables with a 
predefined player count and win 
immediate cash rewards

Exciting tournaments where you 
can compete for big cash prizes 
and qualify for the annual Main 
Event with a grand
prize pool.

http://wsot.com
http://wsot.com
http://wsot.com


Thank you for reading - 
and see you on top of the 

winning ladder! 

Curious for more?
Follow us on 

https://www.facebook.com/wsotcom
https://www.instagram.com/wsotcom/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjLNeDBcN6SoeI8pxg7g6tw
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/wsot-com

